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ABSTRACT
Expression of sentiments is an integral aspect of human
communication. The prevalence of Internet and social media
platforms has facilitated the exchange and storage of large
volumes of human communication in the form of natural
language text which can be mined for various intelligencebased applications. In order to build computers that can serve
humans better, there are ongoing efforts in computer science
research to develop machine learning algorithms that can
process the textual data and perform sentiment mining tasks
such as, ‘detecting the presence of emotion in text’, ‘selecting
a model for representing emotion’, ‘classifying the sentiment
polarity of text’ and ‘measuring the intensity of the expressed
sentiment in text’. This paper aims to discuss the challenges
posed to the various tasks associated with mining sentiment
from text, review the existing methods to address these
challenges in contemporary literature and identify important
areas for future scope of research in this field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment mining refers to the various computational aspects
of identification, classification and aggregation of sentiment
expressed either explicitly or implicitly in natural language
text. Humans usually express sentiment through multiple
modalities such as ‘facial expressions’, ‘voice’ including both
linguistic expressions and non-linguistic vocalizations and
‘body language’ [1], hence detecting sentiment using only
‘text’ is in itself a challenging task. However, natural
language text is one of the most prevalent means of
communication on E-Commerce and social-media platforms,
hence efficient mining of sentiment from blog text is relevant
in many contexts [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
Sentiment mining from text has been applied to a variety of
useful and diverse applications in literature such as,
understanding the sentiments of a geographically distributed
team through their chat logs [2], analyzing the effect of
negative opinions expressed in financial media text on
potential investors [3], classifying and statistically
summarizing the sentiment polarity expressed in online
product reviews by customers [4], [5], discerning the
emotions of students through sentiment analysis of the dialog
between students and computerized tutoring system [6],
mining of sentiment orientation from political blogs [7], [8],
[9] etc.
Depending on the application, mining of sentiment from text
involves selectively performing activities like detecting the
presence of sentiment in natural language text, classification
of the emotion expressed, determining the sentence-level or
overall
sentiment
polarity
of
the
text
as
positive/negative/neutral, and quantifying the intensity of the

expressed sentiment. Moreover, to effectively process webbased text, pre-processing steps are required to remove noise,
detect sentence boundaries, perform parts-of-speech tagging
etc. [11]. Resources such as lexical databases [12], grammar
parsers [13], [14] and sentiment lexicons [15], [16] are
frequently used by researchers to automate some aspects of
the above mentioned tasks.
Section 2 of the paper elaborates on the major challenges
faced during computational mining of sentiment from text,
existing methods to handle these challenges found in literature
and their limitations. The paper concludes with a brief
discussion on prospective areas for further research in this
field.

2. SENTIMENT MINING FROM TEXT:
MAJOR ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
This section examines the major issues in mining sentiment
from textual data. It also explores some solutions to these
issues proposed in contemporary literature and discusses their
applicability and limitations.

2.1 Selecting an appropriate
representation of Affect Categories
Scientists have proposed different models for the
categorization of emotions which raises the important design
issue of selecting an appropriate representation of affect
categories for the sentiment mining task to be performed. The
well-known emotion model proposed by Ekman [17], [18]
consists of six basic emotions namely ‘anger’, ‘fear’,
‘sadness’, ‘enjoyment’, ‘disgust’ and ‘surprise’; another
widely used emotion model proposed by Plutchik [19], [20]
comprises eight basic bipolar emotions namely ‘joy’ versus
‘sorrow’, ‘anger’ versus ‘fear’, ‘acceptance’ versus ‘disgust’
and ‘surprise’ versus ‘expectancy’; while the ISEAR databank
(International Survey of Emotion Antecedents and Reactions)
documents seven emotion categories namely, ‘disgust’,
‘shame’, ‘guilt’, ‘anger’, ‘fear’, ‘sadness’ and ‘joy’ [21], [22],
[23], [24]. Thus, various emotion models and categorizations
exist in literature.
The emotion model chosen influences the task of
computerized emotion classification of text, but this choice is
dependent on the application and is also a matter of personal
preference of the researcher. It is observed that for some realworld applications no emotion model is directly applicable or
that the application requires focus on only a few of the affect
categories. Moreover, humans express themselves using a
large vocabulary of emotion indicating terms, hence a
mapping is required between the terms and their emotion
category. Thus, selective classification of emotion categories
pertinent to the application and clustering of emotionindicating terms to adequately represent the relevant emotion
categories is an issue that needs to be resolved. One approach
to resolve this issue is by generating a topic model for
selective representation of an affect category. For instance, in
[3] an LDA model (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) was used to
generate topic-clusters for selective representation of the
negative affect categories ‘fear’, ‘anger’, ‘remorse’ and
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‘contempt’, wherein each topic-cluster is characterized by the
most representative terms in the vocabulary of the training
documents. Another approach is the use of lexical resources
such as WordNet-Affect that pre-associate the usage of
affective words with emotions [25].
However, these approaches have the limitation that it is
difficult to accommodate incremental or evolving changes in
vocabulary, since their classification is based on prior trained
topic models or pre-assigned mappings between words to
emotion categories.

2.2 Classifying the Sentiment Polarity of
text
Several applications of sentiment mining require classification
of the expressed opinions as positive, negative or neutral [4],
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Automatic classification of the
‘sentiment polarity’ or ‘orientation’ of text is a challenging
task.
Recent approaches for sentiment polarity classification are
based on semantic feature set extraction [4], [28], [29].
Feature based methods for polarity classification require
mining of a meaningful feature set from the opinion bearing
text before tagging the sentiment polarity, which is a
challenging task. The methods reported in literature to mine a
feature set and their limitations are discussed next.

2.2.1 Mining of a semantic feature set from text
In opinion mining the nouns and noun-phrases that frequently
occur in the domain discussion are considered potential
candidates for semantic features while the adjectives
describing them determine orientation [30], [31], [32], [33].
For instance, websites that post reviews of electronic products
such as smartphones would frequently refer to noun features
such as ‘touchscreen’, ‘camera’ etc. In order to identify nouns
features and their associated adjective/adverb descriptors from
text, pre-processing steps like sentence boundary detection
and parts-of-speech (POS) tagging [4], [28], [34], [35] are
performed. Moreover, since all nouns cannot be considered as
semantic features a refining/reducing step is required. The
various methods in literature to extract useful features
comprise Apriori approach [4], [28], [31], Seed-set expansion
approach [29], [34] and Multiword based approach [35], [36].
These three approaches are briefly discussed next.
The Apriori approach for mining a feature set applies the
Apriori algorithm [37] to automatically mine frequently
occurring nouns and noun-phrases from text. This method has
the advantage of fast, automatic compilation of a potential
feature set. However, semantic features frequently consist of
multiple words (for example, “front camera”, “battery life”).
While mining the initial feature set, the Apriori approach does
not consider the sequence in which the words occur or the
distance between the words, hence it additionally requires reordering and compactness pruning [31].
Multiwords are ordered word sequences which convey more
meaning to context than the individual words constituting it
[35], [38]. Multiword based feature extraction has the
advantage that it mines semantic features comprising of
multiple words without the overhead of pruning or re-ordering
[35], [36]. However, if a multiword feature is frequent, then
its substrings are also frequent. Hence a design choice has to
be made regarding the length of multiword features to retain
[35].
The Seed-set expansion approach requires a domain expert to
specify an initial set of features, which is subsequently

expanded to generate a larger feature set through various
methods like synonym look-up using a lexical resource [34],
expansion through conjunction strategy [29] etc. The
limitation of this method is that it requires prior domain
knowledge to specify the seed feature set. Moreover some
relevant features might not be mined and the final feature set
could vary depending on the chosen seed list of features.
Despite the above mentioned limitations, semantic feature
based extraction techniques have successfully been used in
opinion mining literature for a variety of applications where
sentiment is expressed explicitly through the mention of
features and their descriptors.

2.3 Effective representation of the intensity
of sentiment in text
An important task in sentiment mining is gauging the intensity
of the expressed opinion. Applications that involve opinion
mining from natural language text require a quantitative
measurement of the intensity of sentiment. However,
achieving high accuracy at such tasks is difficult since it
requires taking into consideration the adjective and adverb
descriptors as well processing of linguistic hedges [39], [40],
[41] if present.
The adjectives and adverbs used for expression in text are
explicit indicators of sentiment orientation and intensity [4],
[35], [42]. In order to acquire the quantitative representation
of intensity of descriptor terms, the SentiWordNet lexicon has
been frequently used in literature [5], [15], [24], [29]. For
instance, the SentiWordNet score for the adjective ‘excellent’
is (Positivity:1 Objectivity:0 Negativity:0) while that of
adjective ‘nice’ is (Positivity:0.75 Objectivity:0.25
Negativity:0), which indicates that the sentiment term
‘excellent’ conveys a stronger positive sense compared to
‘nice’.
In addition to the strength of the descriptors, the intensity of a
sentiment phrase is also affected by the presence of ‘linguistic
hedges’ also referred to as ‘contextual valence shifters’ [39],
[40], [41], [43], [44]. Linguistic hedges comprise of
‘concentrators’ that intensify sentiment, ‘dilators’ that
decelerate the sentiment and ‘modifiers’ that invert the
sentiment expressed [5], [39], [40], [41]. For instance, a
product ‘P’ can be described as “P is good” (hedge type:
none), “P is not good” (hedge type: modifier hedge not), “P is
very good (hedge type: concentrator hedge very)”, “P is quite
good” (hedge type: dilator hedge quite). Hedges are also used
to adjust granularity of sentiment polarity classification tasks.
For instance, binary sentiment classification has two classes
‘positive’ and ‘negative’, which can be increased in
granularity through the use of hedges to five classes labeled as
‘very negative’, ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, ‘positive’ and ‘very
positive’. Sentiment classes with higher granularity are made
to correspond to user-assigned 5-star ratings in opinion
mining systems [5], [44], [45], [46].
Opinions expressed in natural language frequently make use
of hedge terms, but assimilating the exact quantitative effect
of concentrators and dilators proportionate to the sentiment
phrase is a challenging task. The two major approaches to
linguistic hedge adjustment are Valence Points adjustment
method [43], [44] and fuzzy hedge adjustment methods [5],
[45]. The Valence Points method performs hedge adjustment
through shifts of fixed magnitude, but such uniform
adjustments do not take into account the strength of the
sentiment term. This limitation can be overcome through
recent approaches that quantify linguistic hedges through
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fuzzy score adjustment techniques [5], [45]. However,
contemporary linguistic hedge adjustment methods suffer
from the limitation that their sentiment classification accuracy
reduces when the granularity of the classification task is
increased [5].

provide useful clues regarding the emotion expressed in the
communication. Enhancing sentiment analysis through
interpretation of emoticons attached to text has been reported
in literature in conjunction with various languages including
Japanese [20], English [51], Dutch [52], Chinese [53] etc.

2.4 Developing Sentiment Lexicons for new
languages

Thus, generation of a new sentiment lexicon requires
extensive use of computational as well as human resources.

Sentiment lexicons are useful in mining sentiment orientation
from natural language text. However developing a sentiment
lexicon for a new language is a challenging task since manual
generation of sentiment lexicons is time-consuming and
requires meticulous compilation from linguistic experts.
Moreover, due to the evolving nature of web-based text
mainly due to use of non-dictionary words and abbreviations
in communication, an exhaustive vocabulary may not be
available. Various approaches have been proposed in
literature to facilitate automation of some aspects of sentiment
lexicon generation which are briefly described next.

2.5 Preserving Privacy during sentiment
mining from text

2.4.1 Use of bi-lingual dictionary
One approach to generate a sentiment lexicon for a new
language is to make use of a bi-lingual dictionary for
translation and use the translated word to look up entries in an
existing sentiment lexicon for another language [16], [47].
The sentiment polarity (+/-) and the subjectivity/objectivity
score for the translated word is then assigned to the original
word. For example, the English version of the sentiment
lexicon SentiWordNet [15], [48] was used to generate
SentiWordNet for Indian languages including Hindi, Bengali
and Telugu through use of different bi-lingual dictionaries
[16].

2.4.2 Expansion through synonym and antonym
look-up
After the sentiment polarity of an initial list of words for a
new language has been determined via manual compilation
and dictionary look-up as explained in 2.4.1, the list can be
further expanded through look up of synonyms and antonyms
using a linguistic resource such as the WordNet lexicon [12]
[25]. The synonyms are assigned same sentiment polarity as
the original word while the antonyms are assigned an opposite
polarity [16].

2.4.3 Linguistic Resource generation via crowdsourcing
Non availability of linguistic resources in a particular
language is a major challenge to sentiment mining.
Researchers have successfully used crowd-sourcing to
facilitate generation of useful linguistic resources for
sentiment mining. For instance, bi-lingual dictionaries were
generated through a collaborative framework called wikiBabel
[49], in which the collaborators comprised of online
participants selected on the basis of factors such as their
language fluency in the source and target languages and
domain interest. Once such a bi-lingual dictionary is available,
it can be used to look-up an existing sentiment lexicon for one
of the languages and generate a sentiment lexicon for the
other language. As another instance of crowd-sourcing in
sentiment mining, the sentiment lexicon Emolex [50] was
developed for English language that associates terms with
emotion labels and also tags their polarities.

2.4.4 Mining sentiment through emoticons
Emoticons are frequently used in web-based communications
along with text messages and are often easily interpreted.
(Example happy :) sad :( angry >:( etc.) Thus, emoticons

During sentiment mining it is essential to preserve the privacy
of individuals participating in activities such as posting online
reviews of products, giving opinion on political matters,
participating in surveys etc. Ideally it should not be possible
to re-identify an anonymous blogger who has expressed
sentiment, without his consent. Disclosure of an online user’s
identity through non-explicit identifiers could occur due to
sharing of two types of data: (i) structured data such as quasiidentifiers collected in attribute-value form [54], [55] or (ii)
unstructured data such as stylometric features identifiable
from the published textual content itself [56], [57]. Privacy
preservation methods reported in literature against inadvertent
disclosure of both these types of data are discussed next.

2.5.1 Preserving privacy through anonymization
Web-based forums which serve as platforms for expressing
sentiment often collect and store personal data of its users in
attribute-value format such as ‘gender’, ‘date of birth’,
‘nationality’, ‘level of education’, ‘partial location
information’ etc. Furthermore, they might share this data with
other government or commercial agencies for profit. The
participants of the survey generally assume that their identity
will remain anonymous since they have not shared any
explicit identifiers such as ‘name’ or ‘address’. However,
there is a risk that the personal attributes released by the webforum could act as quasi-identifiers which will allow the
records to be linked with other publicly available information
of individuals which could re-identify the person or infer his
identity through multiple related queries [54]. In order to
overcome this problem, the k-anonymity algorithm can be
applied to anonymize information before sharing, however it
suffers from the assumption that the quasi-identifiers can
always be successfully identified by the data publisher [54]
[55].

2.5.2 Preserving privacy through stylometric
circumvention
Even when a person posts opinions online in an anonymous
manner, the linguistic features reflected in his writing style
such as vocabulary usage, sentence structure, average
sentence length, function words, n-gram occurrences,
idiosyncratic features such as misspellings, grammatical usage
etc. might reveal his identity [56], [57], [58].
The stylometric circumvention techniques to avoid detection
documented in literature include ‘obfuscation’, ‘imitation’ and
‘machine translation’ [56], [57]. ‘Obfuscation’ requires the
author to consciously monitor his writing style to prevent
identification and ‘imitation’ requires the author to emulate
the style of one or more other authors to circumvent
identification. Both these methods are interesting from a
linguistic perspective but are dependent on manual
intervention, hence not suitable for automated real-time
sentiment mining systems. The third technique i.e. ‘machine
translation’ involves multi-step translation of source text from
original language to other languages and then back to source
language via automatic translation system in order to alter the
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writing style of the author. For example, in [56] experiments
in multi-step translations such as English to German to
Japanese and then translate back to English were performed.
However, this approach may not provide sufficient
anonymization to authors and the language quality of the text
also deteriorates due to multiple translations.

3. CONCLUSION
Automated mining of sentiment from text is important for
several present-day applications which involve processing of
user-generated opinions or comments online. Significant
progress has been made in the domain of sentiment mining
from natural language text especially in the generation of
lexical resources for sentiment mining, algorithms for
extracting semantic feature sets from text and methods for
classifying sentiment polarity. However, there is a need to
develop better solutions to counter some of the challenges
faced in this field.
In order to efficiently mine sentiments from web-based text
where the vocabulary is continuously evolving, further
research is required to develop methods that enable
incremental training of emotion models. There is also the need
to develop efficient functions for quantization of linguistic
hedges that can emulate fine-grained levels of sentiment
closer to human perception. In particular, development of
sentiment mining systems with this capability would have a
huge impact on the online review and recommendation
systems of the future. Finally, there is a dire need to develop
reliable algorithms for stylometric circumvention, since
existing approaches do not guarantee privacy to authors who
post their opinions online.
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